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The objective of this paper is to get new findings for utilizing local mutual aid system in order to solve
local problems for citizen. Therefore, the author focuses on the relation between local citizen and local
society, in terms of "expansionary life-structure" model which shows the relation between the citizen and the
society from personal relation and relation with local society-group.

In first chapter, the author describes the change of local society which prevents local problems from being
solved by mutual aid in the society, and verifies whether the change is actually going on now. As a result,
local society has some fractions in the influence of change.

In Second chapter, the author shows "expansionary life-structure" model after reorganized traditional
theory of Urban Sociology. Through this model focused on a view that explains the structure and relation
between citizen and society in terms of each citizen, it is just only focused on the expansion for analysis-
framework of life-structure theory in terms of the following two points.
(1)Expansion of "Personal to Personal" in analysis-range of structure-analysis of Personal relation for citizen
and functional analysis of personal relation for it 
(2)Pointing out an influence that personal relation gives a participation for local group.

In third chapter, the author shows a necessity of researching the relation between citizen and local society
in terms of analysis-framework of expanding life-structure theory, by verifying an effectiveness of local
society for local problems. As a result, author manifests it is very important that citizen relates to personal
relation and local group which show the relations to local society in order to solve the problems. Moreover,
this result tells the necessity of clarifying the relation between local citizen and local society in "expansionary
life-structure" model.
The following fourth and fifth chapter contains the analysis for expansionary life-structure model. In Fourth
chapter, the author classifies citizen into four groups in terms of structural analysis of personal relation as
follows:
(1)Network of residential area and inside-city
(2)Network of outside local
(3)Network of long distance-limit
(4)Network of large scale

In fifth chapter, negative personal relation in the residential area increase evaluation. As a result, author
identifies personal relation between local society and citizen in the level of "personal to personal" influences
the participation to local group and evaluation.

This model-analysis found that the more citizen have the number of personal relation, the more higher his
participation and evaluation to local community because he regards the local society as a resource of positive
support. As a result, author reclassified to four types of citizen:(1)Group which likes local community,
(2)Group which likes local community and outside local society, (3)Group which does not have the relation



to local community so much, and (4)Group which dislike local community like the residence of apartment.

According to demographic change in recent years, a share of (3) group and (4) group is very high in this
research area and it seems it would be higher in the future.

As the result, the author thinks a solution for local problems in terms of local mutual aid would be not
perfect in both aid of personal relation and aid of local group. Moreover, this fact shows new local group like
Community of theme-type should be formed, if (3) group and (4) group have same local problems. However,
it would be not easy to make such a community because member of each group has personal relation outside
local area almost.


